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Getting to know OASE

Getting to know OASE means heading out into the 
countryside. More specifically, it means paying a visit to 
Germany's Tecklenburger Land, a region blessed with a 

plentiful supply of water in the form of canals, peat bogs and 
wetlands. These surroundings are crucial because water is at 

the heart of our business. 

With water, we are truly in our element: it is the focus of our 
research and development, the touchstone of our business 

activities and the living environment we create. With water as 
a common thread, we design stylish aquariums featuring the 
latest technology for novices and professionals alike. We take 

our inspiration from nature, our customers and the aquatic 
animals themselves. Day in, day out.

www.oase-livingwater.com



Convenient  
design

High-quality push-to-
open doors, adjustable 

feet and optional  
drawers for tidying  

everything neatly away

Concealed technology

A dry shaft with a floor inlet hides 
products and connections  
out of sight

Practical features

The pull-out floor is quick to clean. 
Includes sealed waterproof base and 

accessory hook

Feeding made easy

The food flap makes it easier to 
scatter food—ideal in  

combination with the OASE  
FishGuard automatic feeder

High-quality materials

Aluminium cover with a choice of  
either Classic or Premium lighting,  
and an aluminium effect strip to  
cover the gravel and water edge

OASE HighLine aquariums

Appearance

Sizes

White
In this neutral colour, 
the glossy surface is 
a perfect fit for both 

minimalist and extra-
vagant surroundings.

Anthracite
 This colour emphasises  
a room‘s most elegant 

highlights, while 
being a stylish feature 

in its own right.

Oak
 With this natural tone, 
your underwater world 

appears all the more 
authentic.      

125 l 175 l 200 l 300 l 400 l

However you picture the ideal underwater world for  
your home, OASE's extraordinary designs allow your 

imagination to truly take flight.  
The sophisticated design of our HighLine aquariums  

perfectly complement every interior. Its modular format 
makes the aquarium easy to install, with all technology subtly 

concealed. This clean appearance immediately creates  
a relaxing environment, while also introducing  

an element of the natural world  
into your living room.

This colour emphasises a 
room's most elegant highlights, 
while being a stylish feature in 
its own right.


